“I Wonder” Activity

Welcome to the Bird Cams Lab, a project that enables you watch live-streaming, up-close views of birds while contributing to science! The first steps in any scientific investigation are to observe and ask questions.

Take a moment to watch birds as they are live-streamed from feeders. Come up with questions about what you observe, then share them with other viewers. This bank of questions will help inspire possibilities for future investigations as participants tag video footage to help answer questions of interest.

1. Visit the Cornell Lab FeederWatch cam at AllAboutBirds.org/CornellFeeders.
2. Watch the birds interact, and write down questions that come up during your observations.
3. Join the discussion on Twitter! Share your questions by tweeting them @FeederWatchCam with the hashtag #IWonderLIVE. While there, share your thoughts about other people’s ideas by liking and commenting on their tweets.

When you watch, what do you wonder about?

---

Keep in touch! To receive results and announcements about upcoming activities, sign up for the Bird Cams Lab at bit.ly/BirdCamsLabSpringLIVE
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